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                    FEATURED SHOWS
      
                	
Meticulously produced programs that will enrich your spiritual life.
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                        SHALOM PEACE FELLOWSHIP
      
                        Become a Peace Fellowship member through your monthly contribution!

                    

                        Do you want to become part of this gospel expedition, which is going forward solely depending upon divine providence? You can do so by becoming a member of Shalom Peace Fellowship.
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                    PRAYER
      
                	Our Prayer team is here to pray for you

                    

                        Our prayer encompasses everyone in the world including the political leaders, officers, the sick and the bed-ridden, the orphans, the poor and the needy, the persecuted and the lonely, and for the conversion of those engaged in underworld activities, the peace of the world, the Church leaders, prayer intentions of emergency nature such as tzunami, earthquake, wars, flood etc
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Peruvannamoozhi P.O. Calicut District

Kerala, India-673 528
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